Fast-track
your career
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It’s time to
join the best
As New Zealand’s largest privately
owned real estate company,
Barfoot & Thompson has been
selling real estate since 1923.
Throughout more than 99 years in business,
Barfoot & Thompson has remained
steadfastly family-owned and operated.
Being non-franchised means that our
network of over 1,600 salespeople in 75
branches across Auckland and Northland
can share information and introduce buyers
to any one of our listings. This is where our
company’s strength lies — the power of our
network gives us the ability to reach more
people, in more places. We consistently enjoy
dominant market share and manage more
than a third of property sales in Auckland.

International Property Awards
2022: Best International Real Estate
Agency Over 20 Offices
2022: Best Real Estate Agency Website Asia Pacific
2021: Best Lettings Agency New Zealand
2021: Best Real Estate Marketing
New Zealand

REINZ Awards For Excellence
2021: Winner - Large Agency
of the Year

Kiri Barfoot

Peter Thompson

Stephen Barfoot

	A well recognised and
respected brand
	Non-franchised structure —
our salespeople can list
and sell anywhere
	Generous commission
structure
	Ongoing free training,
including verified and
non-verified training
	Rewards and incentives
for top performers
	National and international
network
	Values of People, Family,
Diversity and Community
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Working for us
works for you
Barfoot & Thompson is a familiar part of the Auckland landscape. We’re a
well-recognised and reputable brand in the property market — far ahead of
our competitors. With Barfoot & Thompson on your business card, you enjoy
heightened profile and visibility within the market. You’ll get the support
needed to ensure you achieve your best.

Non-franchised benefits
Being a non-franchised and wholly owned
company means you can list, sell or lease
property wherever you like. You can also
promote, sell or lease most of the properties
in our system. Each branch is an integral part
of this network, so the area you are based in
does not restrict where you can do business.

Brand awareness
95% of Aucklanders know who we are and
what we do and 47% of Aucklanders named
us first when asked to list the real estate
companies they know.*

Committed to excellence
We’re committed to being the best, and are
recognised both nationally and internationally
for providing excellence in all sectors of the real
estate industry.
*2019 TRA research.
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You have the benefit of real support. Our
non-franchised network means every branch
manager works in a support role. You have
direct access to free training, marketing and
IT support when you need it.

Full network support
Our branches are fully committed to the
communities they serve. So you’ll be able
to give clients the individual attention, local
knowledge and social responsibility expected
of a neighbourhood business. At the same
time, you’ll enjoy all the benefits of being part
of our large network, both nationally and
internationally.

“

The ability
to introduce
buyers and sell
other agents’
listings helped
me get my
business off
the ground,
especially
in the early
stages.
Ryan Harding
Residential Sales
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Supporting
your career
development
We invest in our people and
encourage everyone to be the best
they can be. You’ll enjoy thorough
and on-going education and
development to support you.

Training support
at a glance
From induction training for new people, to
continued career progression and your REA
continuing professional development, our
training team provide an in-house service that
is unrivalled in the New Zealand real estate
industry. If you’re a licensee, once you join us
you’ll be able to complete your compulsory
Real Estate Authority (REA) verifiable training
in-house — at no cost to you.

Sales
• Compulsory REA continuing professional
development
• Non-verifiable training courses
• Front Runners programme — for people
new to real estate followed by a 12-month
coaching programme
• Training workshops — learn how Barfoot &
Thompson supports you in your business
• Regular advanced skills workshops — 100+
held each year
• One-on-one coaching
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“

Strong in the
knowledge
of endless
support behind
the scenes.
Alex Baker

Residential Sales

Accelerator Programme
Our Accelerator Programme is aimed at
ambitious and self-motivated individuals both
new to, and already operating in the Real
Estate Industry looking to make an impact.

Front Runners Programme
We offer a specialised programme if you’re new
to the industry to get you started on the right foot.
This is run by our experienced Sales Performance
Consultants and free of charge to you.

Property Management
• Training workshops
• Access to our REINZ accredited Elevate
programme on world-class Learning
Management System
• Regular advanced skills workshops
• One-on-one coaching

Frontline Training
We offer a tailor-made, one to one approach to
training across all our locations and teams. You
will get extensive, ongoing hands-on training
from our experienced Frontline Training team

following a dedicated and specialised induction
to set you up for success in your role. We also
have an active network and community of
Frontline people who regularly connect and
come together in workshops to enhance your
experience and skill set during your career at
Barfoot & Thompson.

All staff members
• Annual summit — international and New
Zealand speakers to inspire and educate you
• Management programmes
• Barfoot & Thompson app
• IT and systems training
• Business planning workshops
• Extensive resource library
• Social media and digital marketing training
• Discounts at international real estate
conference (AREC)
• Mental health support via Groov app and
other services
Whether you’re new to the industry or
have been in real estate for a while, if
you’re self-motivated and goal driven
Barfoot & Thompson can help you fastforward your career.
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“

I started out as
an associate
salesperson,
now I run my
own branch and
support others
to achieve thanks
to the amazing
support of Barfoot
& Thompson.
Sharee Adams
Torbay Branch Manager
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Support
where you
need it
You’ll also get unrivalled support
from our dedicated Support
Centre team, which can help you
with marketing, auctions, IT
and training.

Dedicated in-house
marketing team
Our marketing team provides marketing
advice and support to salespeople and
property management, as well as graphic
and web design.
• Free design service for your personal
marketing material
• Simple to use online creation of customised,
professional listing presentations and
personal marketing material
• Email marketing tools
• Internationally recognised best real estate
agency website in the world with integrated
video, floor plans and interactive tools
• Customer experience monitoring
• The support of an industry leading brand
advertising campaign

Latest technology
and IT support
Our IT systems help you do what you need to
do, when you need to do it. Our in-house IT
support team are on hand to provide you with
support — you can just give them a call.
• Industry leading information technology,
including a mobile app with secure access to
listing information wherever you are.
• Support for our in-house systems — free of
charge, six days a week
• Dedicated systems training courses offered
• MyDesktop CRM

In-house auction
support
We have an in-house auction team of eight
full-time auctioneers plus administration staff.
Our team works alongside our branches and
salespeople to ensure that support is given
every step of the way. We don’t charge for our
auctioneers — or the services they provide.
You’ve got access to the latest facilities and
technology, and the most dedicated and
experienced team possible working for you.
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Making a
difference
in your
community
As our way of saying thankyou to the
thousands of people who do business
with us every year, we’re helping to make
the local communities we live and work in
better and more exciting places to live.
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“

The Starship Foundation
Barfoot & Thompson Auckland Marathon
Auckland Rugby Union
Blues
New Zealand Olympic Committee
Barfoot & Thompson People’s Triathlon
Barfoot & Thompson Auckland Cup
Barfoot & Thompson NZ Badminton Open
Diwali Festival Manukau
Northern Mystics
Farmers Santa Parade
And many more.
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barfoot.co.nz/careers

Our partners:

